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I am a snail in the shell
whose only daring is the horn
which sucks the air it stabs
and hangs out naked in a teat.

'The Uprooted' reminds us that man is not beyond using 'the bait/ of a father's wheedling call and outstretched arm' to entice a bone-thin child to stumble on and so die — just to get a memorable photograph. 'What's the time?' impresses us with the meaninglessness of time in a world of endless struggle for underfed child-labourers, children to whom the evangelist of another poem would comment, 'Rejoice that the lord has chosen you for this grief'. And repeatedly the poet reminds us that 'Pity is in exile ... and must visit only as an exile'.

At times the fatalism of Ramamoorthy's outlook becomes oppressive, but this is just one aspect of his cultural inheritance, which has instilled a clear acceptance of 'such finalities/ of life and death'.

A.L. McLEOD
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JOHN THIEME teaches at North London Polytechnic. His book The Web of Trodilion: Uses of Allusion in V.S. Naipaul's Fiction will be published by Dangaroo Press. HENA MAES-JELINEK teaches at the University of Liège. MARIAN ELDRIDGE is Australian. Her collection of short stories, Walking the Dog, was published by University of Queensland Press. ANTIGONE KEFALA was born in Roumania of Greek parents. She now lives in Australia. Her most recent publication was The Island, a novel that tells the story of a young woman living between two cultures. AGNES SAM is a South African short story writer and poet living in exile in England. Dangaroo Press hope to bring out a volume of her work in 1987. JOYCE JOHNSON teaches at the University of the Bahamas. JACK MAPANJE is a Malawian poet and critic. His collection of poems, Of Chameleons and Gods, won the Commonwealth Poetry Prize. GLEN SORESTAD is a well-known Canadian Prairie poet. His most recent volume of poetry was Hold the Rain in Your Hands. RIENZI CRUZ is a Canadian poet living in Ontario. LESLIE CHOYCE is a Canadian poet living in Nova Scotia. MARK MACLEOD teaches at Macquarie University, Sydney; DIANA BRYDON at the University of British Columbia, Vancouver; SIMON GARRETT at the University of Canterbury, Christchurch; ALAMGIR HASHMI at the International Islamic University, Islamabad, Pakistan; KIRPAL SINGH at the University of Singapore; VICTOR RAMRAJ at the University of Calgary.
COWRIES AND KOBOS:
The West African Oral Tale
and Short Story
edited by Kirsten Holst Petersen and Anna Rutherford

"Cowries and Kobos is an introduction to the West African oral tale and short story. It consists of texts, some of them original, combined with critical introductions, and it includes a discussion of the oral tale and short story as genres."

"Everything about the book, its intriguing title, its African illustrations, its admixture of creative writing and critical comment, is the result of deep knowledge and careful planning. The selection is impeccable. When I had finished reading it, I thought of the tag used by Cameroon children to elicit another story «Yu no get oda wan!» (Haven't you got any more)."
— Loreto Todd, World Literature Written in English

"An excellent teaching text."
— Alastair Niven, British Book News

"It should serve as an excellent catalyst for discussion on prose typology and on written and oral continuities or disjunctions."
— Elizabeth Gunner, Research in African Literature

"The anthology will become a primer for any student, be it at school or university, of West African literature, for the very reason that it offers new insights, corrects views and asks pertinent questions."
— Raoul Granqvist, Moderna Språk

ISBN 87-88213-01-3
£4.95

Dangaroo Press
HOGARTH'S BLACKS:
Images of Blacks in Eighteenth Century English Art
David Dabydeen

Completely new, original and provocative readings of standard works like A Harlot's Progress and A Rake's Progress, using the black as the key to unlocking Hogarth's narrative puzzles, and generating insights into Hogarth's art wholly unfamiliar in the canon of Hogarth scholarship. It includes 88 illustrations.

'David Dabydeen's book achieves a deeply original and illuminating view of Hogarth's artistic and human sensibility from a new angle, and at the same time gives an important picture of a neglected aspect of 18th-Century life and culture.'
— Jack Lindsay

'Infinitely stimulating. David Dabydeen puts the Black Presence in the forefront of 18th-Century culture and society, where it belongs, and reveals Hogarth as even greater than hitherto supposed. His book offers sight (as well as insight) into a society blinded by racism.'
— Ian Duffield

ISBN 87-88213-10-2 cased £15.95
ISBN 87-88213-11-2 paper £8.95
Feminist writing in post-colonial societies deals with problems that arise from women’s roles and status in the former colonial period. This leads to a concentration on certain themes: the role of women in the predominantly male-dominated national re-awakening; the necessity to retrieve the positive contributions of neglected women writers in colonial societies. It will also centre on problems facing women writers in Third World countries who are doubly colonized by gender and race. Important as these themes are, they do not exclude an interest in the general critical debate on the subject of women’s writing and feminist strategies. Socialist feminism, radical feminism, lesbianism, women and class, and the linguistic debate are all themes that occupy these writers and critics and that are dealt with in this book. Apart from personal statements, critical articles, and interviews, the volume also includes fiction and poetry.
In *Planet* 59 published in October:

* ‘Soweto Poetry’ by Michael Chapman
* Ned Thomas on Ngugi wa Thiong’o’s last book in English, *Decolonizing the Mind*
* New poems by New Zealand’s Lauris Edmond
* Helle Michelsen on the *Danish* Karen Blixen
* First translation from the Swedish of a chapter from Ulla-Lena Lundberg’s new novel *Sand*
* Paolo Pistoi, ‘Ethnic Identity and Political Mobilization’

*Planet* is a bi-monthly literary and cultural affairs magazine edited by Ned Thomas and John Barnie. It centres on Wales but has a strong interest in European minority, Third World and Commonwealth cultures.

Recent issues have included:

POETRY: *Fugue for Ann Griffiths*, a major long poem by R.S. Thomas (55), *The April Play*, George Mackay Brown (56), poems by Randolph Stow (58), Les A. Murray (54), Gwenallt (58), R.S. Thomas (51), Tom Leonard (57)


FEATURES: Interviews with Les A. Murray (54), Kate Roberts (51), Saunders Lewis (53), John Davies on America’s west coast Indians (52), Alfonso Sastre on why he lives in Euskadi (55), Greg Cullen on what really happened when the *Sir Galahad* was bombed in the Falklands War (58), Moelwyn Merchant on meeting Ezra Pound at St Elizabeth’s (58), special Chile issue (56)

Plus an extensive reviews section, and Matters Arising which looks at the story behind the news in Wales.

A year’s subscription (6 issues) costs £9.00/US$15.00. Single copies cost £2.00 each. A limited number of sets of the relaunched *Planet* (Nos. 51-58) are available price £10.00. Address: *Planet*, P.O. Box 44, Aberystwyth, Dyfed, Cymru/Wales, UK.


Vol. VI, No 3. Articles on Armah’s Women, Atwood’s Bodily Harm, suburbia and the Paradise Tram, the Nigerian war novel, feminist approaches to African literature. Interviews: Anita Desai, Njabulo Ndebele.


Vol. VII, Nos 2 + 3: Special Issue on Colonial and Post-Colonial Women’s Writing. Articles on women and class, problems facing African women writers, autobiographies of Australian colonial women, Australian women writers and the 1890s literary debate, recent Australian and New Zealand feminist fiction, Jean Rhys, Zee Edgell and Braithwaite’s ‘Sun God’, Aphra Behn, the question of a lesbian language, women writers using laughter as a strategy.

Each issue also contains fiction and poetry, and the first issue of each year features The Year That Was, a summary of the major publications in each of the countries.
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